
Threading the Needle with Advanced Threat Detection
Hunt & tell the story of the threats you were looking for…and the ones you weren’t

Threat analysis and hunting can feel like finding a stack of needles in a 
haystack, then threading a single string (i.e., an identified event) through 
the specific ones needed to piece together the broader story of what 
happened during an incident. This takes significant manual effort due to:

• Barrage of signals from security tools
• Ineffective detections creating fatigue and guesswork
• Finite resources and various skill levels 

This type of manual effort deserves an automated approach. One that 
enables the SOC to focus on proactive versus reactive work and offers: 

• Prescriptive guidance around cloud and hybrid detections 
• Correlation of alerts from other security tools
• Clear recommendations of where to start and what to do next
• Coverage for known and unknown threat exposure

This sets the team up for success, determining the full story of an incident 
and how best to approach it for a more-focused effort.
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CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

The Armory
A growing collection of over 1,000 ready-to-deploy detection rules, trending topics, and 
purple team threat research and intelligence

Targeted AI 
Threat hunter-trained machine learning finds suspicious patterns inside Events of Interest 
or high-fidelity alerts instead of your raw data so you don’t miss threats in plain sight

Anvilogic Hunting Framework
A hunting co-pilot that escalates suspicious activity, sends significant alerts to triage for 
investigation, and enriches data to find and remove false positives or unwanted alerts

Tell the Full Story: The Anvilogic Approach to Advanced Threat Detection
Anvilogic’s approach to Advanced Threat Detection (ATD) combines the human element with artificial intelligence 
(AI) to provide you with actionable insights so you can weave the story of an incident together with intention — not 
guesswork. To provide you with ATD, Anvilogic queries data from your distributed environment while converging:

In emergency scenarios, eBay has reduced 
detection deployment time from 1.5 weeks to 

48 hours with Anvilogic. 

“The greatest strength 
of Anvilogic is it has a 

lot of existing research 
that can easily be 

taken and deployed 
in the context of your 

company.” 
 –  KIRAN SHIRALI, SENIOR MANAGER OF 

SECURITY ENGINEERING, EBAY

www.anvilogic.com
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Take advantage of Anvlogic’s ATD capabilities to augment your existing hunting resources, 
highlight suspicious behaviors, and detect with speed and accuracy. 

By combining battle-tested researchers, data scientists, hunters, and cybersecurity product experts, Anvilogic’s ATD 
gives you the confidence to focus and pivot effectively, reassuring you that you’re working on the alerts that matter. 
Whether or not you have a team of experienced researchers and hunters, having them spend hours on disparate tools 
to manually stitch together events of an incident is not a great use of time or resources. Instead, utilize Anvilogic’s ATD 
as part of the Anvilogic platform to automate the hunt by providing you with quality detections, escalated activity, 
and purposeful recommendations to investigate and piece together the story of an incident quickly and efficiently.  

Want to see ATD in action? 
Visit anvilogic.com/trial to request a two-week free trial with a low-lift effort from your team.

www.anvilogic.com

Out-of-the-Box, But No Black Box
A starting point for your SOC with over 1,000 

high-quality detections that are easy to deploy 
and customize

Navigate Through Your Data
Prescriptive guidance throughout the detect, 

hunt, triage, and response lifecycle with ML-based 
recommendations

Trends at Your Fingertips
Trending threats from across the globe to keep 
you informed of what may impact your business 

and the detections to find them

Hunt With Intention
An augmented hunting experience with 

automated ML-driven analysis of suspicious 
activities and patterns


